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GEN 0.50 bibliographies on human rights (comparative, international)

GEN 0.60 Publishers

GEN I general issues (history, politics, geography)

GEN II human rights (theories, philosophy)

GEN II.10 natural justice

GEN II.20 universality / relativism

GEN II.30 philosophy and human rights

GEN II.40 political theories and human rights

GEN II.41 democracy
GEN II.42 liberalism
GEN II.45 marxism

GEN II.50 religions and human rights
GEN II.51 Christianity
GEN II.51.01 Catholicism
GEN II.51.02 Orthodox Church
GEN II.51.03 Protestantism
GEN II.51.07 Liberation theology
GEN II.51.09 Christian fundamentalism

GEN II.53 Judaism
GEN II.55 Islam
GEN II.56 Buddhism
GEN II.57 Hinduism
GEN II.58 Confucianism

GEN II.90 collective vs. individual rights
GEN III comparative studies of national mechanisms for protection of human rights

(e.g. human rights commissions, ombudsman, administrative agencies, etc.)

(for regional comparative studies, see [region] III; for national studies of protection mechanisms, see [region]/[country] III)

GEN IV human rights violations (non-compliance with international human rights obligations, etc.)

(e.g. reports on the situation of human rights in different countries, such as Amnesty reports, U.S. State Department Country Reports, etc.)

GEN IV.10 gross human rights violations

GEN IV.20 states of emergency

GEN IV.50 monitoring of human rights violations

(for specific UN mechanisms see INT I.30; for specific regional and country-wise institutional / statutory mechanisms, see under regions and countries)

GEN IV.51 early warning systems
GEN IV.52 fact-finding missions (guidelines)
GEN IV.53 reporting (by NGOs)

GEN IV.55 statistical analysis - methodology

GEN IV.56 forensic evidence

GEN IV.60 Human Rights and Foreign Policy Unilateral Enforcement Teaching File

GEN IV.80 Human Rights domestic implementation Teaching File

GEN IV.80.01 human rights domestic implementation – exams and syllabus

GEN IV.81 Int HR in domestic cases
GEN IV.82 Slavery
GEN IV.83 human rights - domestic - developing world
GEN IV.84 Judicial Interpretation and Application of Bills of Rights – India and SA
GEN IV.85 Various Countries
GEN IV.86 US Courts enforcement
GEN IV.87 Iraq

GEN IV.90 human rights violators (profiles)
GEN IV.95 impunity
GEN IV.96 trials
GEN IV.98 amnesty

GEN V international meetings, conferences, symposia, colloquia on human rights

(for international meetings on specific subjects, see under the respective subject)

GEN V.10 Teheran Conference 1968
GEN V.50 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights 1993
GEN V.60 NGO international conferences
human rights education and promotion
(for education in general, see INT VI.20; on multicultural education, see INT VII.13.05)

GEN VI.10 human rights education (see INT XV for Bernie's courses)

GEN VI.11 syllabi human rights education

GEN VI.11.01 syllabi Rt to HIth

GEN VI.11.02 exams Rt to HIth

GEN VI.12 exams human rights education

GEN VI.15 human rights education within the formal education system

- universities
- research centres
- ILA US Branch

GEN VI.15.1 ASIL - Conferences, Membership, HRIG, Newsletter

GEN VI.20 labour education (see also INT V.30 - labour issues)

GEN VI.30 environmental education (see also INT V.90 - right to a healthy environment)

GEN VI.40 development education / education for international understanding

(on development aid and human rights issues, see INT V.300)

GEN VI.50 education for peace

(for peace and security issues, see INT IX)
GEN VI.60 promotion of human rights

GEN VI.61 international commemorative days
(e.g. International Day of the United Nations)

GEN VI.62 International Human Rights Day

GEN VI.63 Human Rights Cartoons

GEN VI.64 Human Rights Quotes

GEN VI.65 international decades (e.g. International Decade on Human Rights Education)

GEN VI.66 Human Rights Films

GEN VI.67 Human Rights and The Media

GEN VI.70 human rights documentation and information services

(for UN Human Rights Centre, see INT II.85)

GEN VI.71 HURIDOCS

GEN VI.72 documentation centres and libraries

– LSE, IALS, KCL, UCL,

GEN VI.73 databases

GEN VI.74 networking
GEN VI.75 information highway resources / Internet (email, BBs, WWW home pages)

GEN VI.80 Human Rights Awards
GEN VII  international human rights NGOs, associations, institutes
Teaching File

(for women's organizations, see INT VII.45.09)

GEN VII.00.01  NGO Bibliography
GEN VII.00.02  Commentary on NGOs Effectiveness
GEN VII.00.03  Structure and Work of NGOs
GEN VII.00.04  Examples of NGO work
GEN VII.00.05  Examples of NGO work at the UN
GEN VII.00.06  NGO Negotiation Training
GEN VII.01    consultative status with UN agencies and other IGOs
GEN VII.10    consultative status with UN agencies and other IGOs
GEN VII.80    profiles of individual NGOs
(c.g. about AI, FIDH, etc.) (PHR Reports on Chile; Iraq) OHRI; WSI;
GEN VII.81    individual NGOs
    GEN VII.81.01  generic NGOs
    GEN VII.81.02  C & P NGOs
    GEN VII.81.03  ESCR NGOs
    GEN VII.81.04  Torture NGOs
GEN VII.82    DHR
    GEN VII.82.01  DHR Management
    GEN VII.82.02  DHR Structure
    GEN VII.82.03  DHR Projects
(See also INT V.60.04.08.01 for AIDS UK)
GEN VII.82.04 DHR Contacts
GEN VII.82.05 DHR Reports
GEN VII.82.06 IFHHRO Member Reports
(See GEN VII.85.02 for IFHHRO)
GEN VII.82.07 Medical Education
GEN VII.82.08 Health and Human Rights

GEN VII.85 NGO Coalitions
GEN VII.85.01 Universal Right to Health NGO Network
GEN VII.85.02 IFHHRO

GEN VII.89 NGO Lobbying
GEN VII.90 human rights workers / human rights defenders
GEN VII.90.1 Cassin
GEN VII.90.2 Martin Luther King

GEN VII.95 training of human rights workers
GEN VII.99 human rights workers (as victims)

GEN X regional protection of human rights (comparative studies)

REGION/... regional human rights issues (continue using the following breakdown):

AFR (or HURIDOCS code) Africa (breakdown as illustrated below)
AME (or HURIDOCS code) Americas (breakdown as illustrated below)

/USA I.05 Courses

I.10 Constitutional Law - Bill of Rights
I.15 Federal Structures
I.16 HRI Ratification

I.16.01 HRI Ratification 1948 Genocide Convention
I.16.02 HRI Ratification 1966 ICCPR
I.16.03 HRI Ratification 1966 ICESCR
I.16.04 HRI Ratification 1966 CERD
I.16.05 HRI Ratification 1979 CEDAW
I.16.06 HRI Ratification 1984 CAT
I.16.07 HRI Ratification 1989 CRC
I.16.08 HRI Ratification 1989 I-ACHR
I.16.09 HRI ICJ Jurisdiction Acceptance

Π.10 Executive Power

Π.11 Presidency

Π.11.01 Presidency - W. War – C. War
Π.11.02 Presidency – Reagan
Π.11.03 Presidency – Bush G H
Π.11.04 Presidency - Clinton
Π.11.05 Presidency – Bush G W

Π.15 FBI – monitors NGOs
II.20 Legislative Power

II.20.1 FOIA

II.20.2 Church and State

II.20.3 Religious Freedom – Rastafarians

II.20.4 Torture Victims Relief Act

II.20.5 502B Revised 1995

II.20.6 International Human Rights Conformity Act

II.20.7 Proxmire Act 1987 & War Crimes Act 1996

II.21 US Congressional Caucus on Human Rights

II.22 US Senate

II.23 US House of Representatives

II.30 Justice System

II.30.1 Supreme Court

II.30.2 Nazi War Criminals

II.40 Police

II.41 Police entrapment

II.50 Foreign Policy

II.51 Department of State

V.330 Foreign Aid

ASIA (or HURIDOCS code) Asia (breakdown as illustrated below)
EUR (or HURIDOCs code) Europe (breakdown as illustrated below)

/UK

I.10. Constitutional Law - Bill of Right

I.10.01 UK and HRL pre HRA 1998
I.11.01 Human Rights Act 1998 Teaching File
I.11.02 Human Rights Act 1998 Legislative stage
I.11.03 Human Rights Act 1998 Commentary
I.11.04 Human Rights Act 1998 Cases
I.11.05 Human Rights Act 1998 Health Rights Commentary
I.11.06 Human Rights Act 1998 Health Rights Cases
I.16.01 Genocide Act 1969 & Commentary

I.50 Foreign Policy

I.50.01 Fo Pol General
I.50.02 Fo Pol Robin Cook 1997
I.50.03 Fo Pol Annual Reports
I.50.04 FCO and ICC Bill 2001

II.10 Executive Power

II.15 DCA Review of Treaty Ratifications
II.20 Legislative Power
II.24 Joint Committee on Human Rights
II.24.01 UK v ICESCR 2003
II.24.02 UK v CERD 2005; Rev of HRI 2005
II.25 Foreign Affairs Committee
II.30 Justice System
II.30.01 Justice System House of Lords
II.30.02 Nazi War Crimes
III.10 National HR Commission

MEAST (or HURIDOCS code) Middle East (breakdown as illustrated below)
PACIF (or HURIDOCS code) Pacific Ocean (breakdown as illustrated below)

[region] 0.50 bibliographies

[region] I general

[region] I.50 regional economic relations and economic integration initiatives

[region] I.90 regional armed conflicts

[region] II human rights theories (regional approaches)

[region] III regional comparative studies of national mechanisms for protection of human rights (for protection mechanisms in individual countries, see [region] [country] III)

[region] IV regional surveys of violations of human rights

[region] V regional human rights conferences

[region] VI regional human rights education initiatives

[region] VII regional human rights NGOs

[region] X institutional regional human rights protection mechanisms

(for OCSE, see INT III.90)
AFR X.10 African Union

AFR X.10.00 African Union Synopsis

AFR X.10.01 African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights

AFR X.11 African Commission of Human and Peoples' Rights

AFR X.12 African Court of Human Rights

AFR X.12.01 AfCHR Cases

AFR X.15 Human Rights Directorate / Documentation and Information Services

AFR X.17 African Women's Directorate
AFR X.18 African - Council of Ministers
AFR X.19 African - Parliamentary Assembly

AME X.10 Organization of American States

AME X.10.01 American Declaration of Rights and Duties of Man
AME X.10.02 American Convention on Human Rights
AME X.11 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
AME X.12 Inter-American Court of Human Rights

AME X.13 OAS & NGOs

ASIA X Courts and Commissions debate
EUR X

HR in Europe – Including Draft Reader

EUR X/CE Council of Europe

EUR X/CE.01 European Convention on Human Rights

EUR X/CE.02 European Social Charter

EUR X/CE.11 European Commission of Human Rights
EUR X/CE.12 European Court of Human Rights

EUR X/CE.12.01 ECHR Cases

(Includes a file on Art. 3 cases)

EUR X/CE.15 Human Rights Directorate / Documentation and Information Services

EUR X/CE.16 Council of Europe Hi Comm HR - UK

EUR X/CE.17 Council of Europe Women's Directorate
EUR X/CE.18 Council of Europe - Council of Ministers
EUR X/CE.19 Council of Europe - Parliamentary Assembly

EUR X/CE.20 Council of Europe – Coop & Asst Progs

EUR X/CE.30 Council of Europe – CPT – UK

EUR X/CE.40 Council of Europe – Framework C on Minorities

EUR X/CE.50 Council of Europe – Conv on Biology & Medicine
EUR X/EU European Union

EUR X/EU.00 European Union & HR Key Points

EUR X/EU.01 European Charter of Fundamental Freedoms

EUR X/EU.02 Social Charter

EUR X/EU.11 European Parliament

EUR X/EU.12 European Commission

EUR X/EU.13 European Council

EUR X/EU.14 European

EUR X/EU.15 EU and Minority Rights

EUR X/EU.16 EU Foreign Aid Conditionality

EUR X/EU.17 European Monitoring Centre on Racism

EUR X/EU.18 European Court of Auditors

EUR X/EU.19 European Court of Justice

MEAST X.10 Islamic Conference

MEAST X.10.01 Islamic Declaration of Human Rights

[region]/GEN ... comparative regional studies on specific issues; continue with the breakdown by subject as under INT IV to INT XIV (e.g. AFR/GEN IV.25 - freedom of the press in Africa)

[region]/A...Z. by country in alphabetical order (i.e. AFR/Angola..., AFR/Cameroon...) or by using HURIDOCS geographic code numbers
I general situation

I.10 constitutional law, bill of rights

I.15 federal structures

I.20 political situation

I.25 political parties

I.30 elections (process & results) (for democratic rights, see also under [region][country] IV.50)

I.50 foreign policy (for foreign aid, see also under [region][country] V.330)

I.60 immigration policy (for refugee policy, see also [region][country] XIV.50)

I.80 general economic situation (for issues of development and human rights, SAPs and foreign debt, see also from [region][country] V.300 to [region][country] V.500)

II institutions (powers, institutional organization and structures)

II.10 executive power

II.20 legislative power

II.30 justice system (components, independence) (for issues of legal rights and rule of law, see also under [region][country] IV.90)

II.40 police (organization) (for police brutality, see also under [region][country] IV.97)

II.50 armed forces (institutional issues) (for militarization issues, see also [region][country] IX.50)

II.60 economic sector (agriculture, industry, business)

II.80 religious institutions
II.90 educational institutions (see also VI.20)

III human rights protection mechanisms

III.10 statutory protection agencies (e.g. human rights commissions, ombudsman, advisory councils)

III.30 pertinent international agencies (e.g. UN special rapporteurs, peacekeeping forces, war crimes tribunals, etc.)

III.40 NGOs (descriptive account of their activities)

III.50 human rights workers

III.60 investigation into past abuses (ad hoc truth commissions)

III.70 domestic enforcement of international law

III.90 human rights violators

   III.95 impunity
   III.96 trials
   III.98 amnesty

IV civil and political rights (continue with the breakdown by subject as under INT IV series)

V economic and social rights (continue with the breakdown by subject as under INT V series)

VI cultural rights (continue with the breakdown by subject as under INT VI series)

VII special vulnerable groups (continue with the breakdown by subject as under INT VII series)

VIII popular and social movements / civil society

IX regional autonomy / regionalization / decentralization

X internal armed conflicts / guerrilla warfare
International protection of human rights

INT I.10 International Bill of Human Rights - UDHR
 (texts, collections, commentary)

INT I.20 International human rights instruments Teaching File

INT I.21 ratifications
INT I.22 implementations
INT I.23 derogations
INT I.24 limitations

INT I.30 international mechanisms for protection of human rights

INT I.31 reporting (by governments)
INT I.32 fact-finding missions (by IGOs)
INT I.33 petitioning, communications (by individuals or States)
INT I.34 committees, special rapporteurs, etc.
INT I.34.01 HR TB Chairs Mtgs
INT I.35 Reform

INT II United Nations and human rights Teaching File

(in general; for UN activities in a particular field, see under the subject; for peacekeeping missions, see INT IX.29)

INT II.00 UN General Information and Reform

INT II.01 UN Charter

INT II.10 General Assembly

INT II.10.01 General Assembly and HR
INT II.20 ECOSOC

INT II.21 Commission on Human Rights Intro Notes & Teaching File

INT II.21.00 Commission on Human Rights Lobbying

INT II.21.01 Commission on Human Rights 1992

INT II.21.02 Commission on Human Rights 1995

INT II.21.03 Commission on Human Rights Special Meeting E. Timor 1999

INT II.22 Commission on Human Rights Special Procedures

INT II.22.01 Commission on Human Rights Special Procedures SR

INT II.22.02 Commission on Human Rights Special Procedures SR on Torture

INT II.23 Commission on Human Rights Special Procedures WG

INT II.24 Commission on Human Rights UK

INT II.25 Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights

[Formerly ‘Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities’]

INT II.25.01 Sub-Commission - Annual Report

INT II.25.02 Sub-Commission – WG on Minorities

INT II.25.03 Sub-Commission – Study of Terrorism
INT II.70 UN Security Council

INT II.71 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention

(see INT IX.85 for non-UN Intervention)

INT II.71.01 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention
Rhodesia 1966

INT II.71.02 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention

INT II.71.03 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention
Haiti 1990

INT II.71.04 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention
Somalia 1993

INT II.71.05 UN SC Humanitarian Intervention
Rwanda 1994

INT II.72 UN SC Terrorism

INT II.80 UN Secretariat

INT II.81 UN Secretary General

INT II.81.01 UN Secretary General and HR

INT II.82 SG's Special Representatives

INT II.83 UN Funding
INT II.84 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights

INT II.84.01 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights – A. Lasso

INT II.84.02 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights – M. Robinson

INT II.84.03 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights – S. de Mello

INT II.84.04 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights – L. Arbour

INT II.85 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights

INT II.86 advisory services

INT II.87.01 UN VFVT Funds for

INT II.87.02 UN VFVT Funds from

INT III International inter-governmental organizations, including specialized agencies of the United Nations system

(i.e. how they operate); for ILO, WHO, UNESCO, UNHCR,

see under the subject of their specialization, e.g. labour, health, education; for WTO, see under INT V.609)

INT III.01 International Govt Orgs Courses

INT III.02 International Relations Courses

INT III.10 International Court of Justice

INT III.10.05 International Court of Justice – World Court Project
INT III.20 International Law Commission

INT III.30 International monetary institutions

INT III.33 IMF (on issues of foreign debt, see INT V.400)

INT III.35 World Bank (for SAPs, see INT V.500)

INT III.40 Group of 77

INT III.50 Commonwealth

INT III.60 La Francophonie

INT III.70 OECD

INT III.80 NATO

INT III.90 OCSE (Organization on Cooperation and Security in Europe)

INT III.91 OCSE Protection of Minorities

INT III.92 OCSE High Commissioner on National Minorities

INT IV Civil and political rights / fundamental rights and freedoms

INT IV.01 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights


INT IV.03 Optional Protocol on Death Penalty

INT IV.09 United Nations Human Rights Committee

INT IV.09.01 HRC GCs
(See INT VII. 10.02 for Min Rts HRC’s GC 23 on Art. 27 ICCPR 26 April 1994)

INT IV.09.02 List of Issues
INT IV.09.03 Reporting Mechanism
INT IV.09.03.01 UK 1991, UK 1995, UK 2000
INT IV.09.03.02 US 1995,
INT IV.09.03.03 Yemen 1995,
INT IV.09.03.04 Guatemala 1996

INT IV.09.04 CO Trinidad Replies to HRC 2001
INT IV.09.05
INT IV.09.06

**INT IV.10 freedom of conscience, freedom of religion**

(for studies on religious groups, see INT VII.14.02; on customs and traditions,

see INT VI.12; on traditional practices affecting children and women, see
INT VII.36 and INT VII.46, respectively)

INT IV.11 Declaration on the Discrimination based on Religion and Belief

INT IV.15 conscientious objection / conscientious objectors

**INT IV.20 freedom of expression, freedom of speech, opinion**

(on group hate propaganda, see INT VII.11.09)

INT IV.21 racist speech
INT IV.25 freedom of the press
INT IV.27 freedom of information, access to information
INT IV.29 journalists (e.g. as victims)

INT IV.30 freedom of peaceful assembly

INT IV.40 freedom of association (for trade unions, see INT V.40)

INT IV.50 democratic rights / democratic development / good governance

(for principles of democracy, see GEN II.41; for electoral results, see under the country, e.g. AFR/Tanzania I.30;

for issues of aliens' rights, see INT IV.60)

INT IV.51 electoral law, right to vote
INT IV.52 electoral process, election campaign
INT IV.53 referendum, plebiscite
INT IV.54 eligibility to a public office
INT IV.55 popular participation / civic empowerment
INT IV.56 national consultations, public consultations
INT IV.57 civil disobedience

INT IV.58 public servants (integrity, corruption)
INT IV.59 MPs, opposition leaders (e.g. as victims)

INT IV.60 non-citizens' / aliens' rights (on migrant workers specifically, see INT XIV.80)

INT IV.70 freedom of movement, freedom of residence (for international migration, see INT XIV)

INT IV.80 right to privacy, right to confidentiality, data protection

INT IV.85 data protection / privacy on information highway

INT IV.90 legal rights, rule of law (for issues of juvenile justice, see INT VII.38)

INT IV.91 habeas corpus
INT IV.92 arrested persons' rights, detained persons' rights, prisoners' rights
INT IV.93 prison conditions
INT IV.94 right to legal assistance, right to counsel
INT IV.95 criminal procedure
INT IV.96 legal profession, lawyers, judges (e.g. their independence, as victims)
INT IV.97 law enforcement, police brutality
INT IV.99 crime victims

INT IV.100 right to life

INT IV.101 death penalty Teaching File
INT IV.101.01 Campaign
INT IV.105 extra-judicial executions; killings, massacres
INT IV.105.09 mass graves / exhumation

INT IV.110 right to liberty

INT IV.110.01 Slavery Convention
INT IV.112 forced labour
INT IV.113 slavery
INT IV.114 bonded labour
INT IV.118 contract obligations

INT IV.120 right to the security / integrity of the person Teaching File

INT IV.121 torture notes
INT IV.121.00 torture commentary

INT IV.121.01 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or degrading Treatment or Punishment

INT IV.121.09 Committee against Torture
INT IV.121.09.00 Key docs
INT IV.121.09.01.01 GC
INT IV.121.09.01.02 List of Issues
INT IV.121.09.01.03 CO
INT IV.121.09. 02.01 UN Training of States Reporting Mechanisms
INT IV.121.09.01.02 Special Inquiry under Art. 20
INT IV.121.09.03 Reporting Mechanisms
INT IV.121.09.03.01 Israel May 1997 and related material
INT IV.121.09.03.02 UK Nov. 1998
INT IV.121.09.03.03 UK Nov. 2004
INT IV.121.09.03.10 US May. 2000 and Shadow Report
INT IV.121.09.03.11 US May 2006

INT IV.122 psychiatric abuses
INT IV.125 disappearances
INT IV.127 death threats
INT IV.128 harassment / intimidation

INT IV.130 Torture Cases
INT IV.130.01 Global
INT IV.130.01.01 UN HRC – Ng; Vuolanne; Viana Acosta; Herrera Rubio
INT IV.130.02 Regional
INT IV.130.02.01 I-ACHR - Velasquez-Rodriguez
INT IV.130.03 Domestic
INT IV.130.03.01 USA - Filartiga
INT IV.130.03.02 South Africa
INT IV.140 equality rights / discrimination

INT IV.141 anti-discrimination legislation
INT IV.142 remedial mechanisms
INT IV.142.10 complaints procedure
INT IV.142.50 affirmative action programs
INT IV.142.50.1 affirmative action employment – US Sup Ct cases
INT IV.142.50.2 affirmative action education
INT IV.143 systemic discrimination
INT IV.144 intolerance / prejudice

INT IV.145 racism, race discrimination

(on racist incidents against minorities, see INT VII.11.09; on race relations in general, see INT VII.13.03)

INT. 145.00 Hate Crimes

INT IV.145.01 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

INT IV.145.09 Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

INT IV.145.09.01 GC
INT IV.145.09.02 List of Issues
INT IV.145.09.04 CO
INT IV.146 caste system and social discrimination

INT IV.147 sexism / sex stereotyping (for women's rights, see INT VII.40)

INT IV.149 areas of discrimination (for discrimination in employment, see INT V.32)

INT IV.149.20 discrimination in services
INT IV.149.50 discrimination in sports

INT V Economic and social rights Teaching File

/ human development / basic needs / right to adequate living standards / human security / right to development

INT V.00 ESC Bibliography

INT V.00.01 ESC Courses

INT V.01 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

INT V.01.01 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights OP

INT V.01.02 Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

INT V.01.03 CESC GC Draft Gender Equal 2004;
Statement IP 2001

INT V.01.03.01 CESC GC 14 Right to Health
Development of 1992 - 2003

INT V.01.03.02 CESC GC 11 on Right to Primary
Education

INT V.01.04 CESC List of Issues

INT V.01.05 CESC Reporting Mechanisms- Shadow
Repts Netherlands, Ecuador 2004
INT V.01.05  CESCR Reporting Mechanisms - Japan
2002

INT V.01.05.01  CESCR Reporting Mechanisms - UK 1997
INT V.01.05.02  CESCR Reporting Mechanisms - Israel
1998

INT V.01.05.03  CESCR Reporting Mechanisms - UK 2002
INT V.01.05.04  CESCR Reporting Mechanisms - Sweden
2000

INT V.01.06  CESCR CO

INT V.01.06  CESCR CO

INT V.01.07  Day of Discussion - IFIs

INT V.02 Declaration on the Right to Development

INT V.02.01 Rights Approach to Development

INT V.03 ESC Rights Violations & Justiciability

INT V.04 ESC Rights Cases

INT V.04.01 Global

INT V.04.02 Regional

INT V.04.03 Domestic

INT V.04.03.01 India

INT V.04.03.02 South Africa

INT V.04.03.03 Canada

INT V.09
INT V.10 right to food / food security (on child malnutrition, see INT VII.37.05)
INT V.11 right to water
INT V.15 food supplies / food shortage
INT V.19 hunger / famine
INT V.20 economic security / social security / social assistance
INT V.21 right to clothing
INT V.22 adequate housing / shelter
INT V.24 social services
INT V.25 social assistance
INT V.26 unemployment insurance
INT V.28 health insurance
INT V.29 poverty / marginalization of the poor
  INT V.29.01 rural poverty
  INT V.29.05 urban poverty (see also: INT VII.34.08 - street children; INT V.89 - urban violence)
  INT V.29.07 poverty reduction strategies
INT V.30 workers' rights / labour standards
  (on older workers' rights, see INT VII.83; on child labour, see INT VII.33)
INT V.31 right to work
INT V.32 equal employment opportunities
  (on women's employment, see INT VII.43; on employment of people with disabilities, see INT VII.53)
INT V.33 wages
INT V.34 non-wage benefits
INT V.35 occupational health and safety

INT V.36 quality of working life (on sexual harassment at work, see INT VII.43.09)

INT V.37 vocational training

INT V.38 workers' rights by sectors

INT V.38.01 informal sector
INT V.38.02 plantation workers / sugar workers
INT V.38.03 industrial workers
INT V.38.05 maquilladora workers
INT V.38.06 clandestine / illegal workplace / sweatshops
INT V.38.09 white collar workers

INT V.39 International Labour Organization

INT V.40 labour issues / trade unions

(for freedom of association in general, see INT IV.40; on labour education, see GEN VI.20)

INT V.41 collective bargaining

INT V.42 right to strike

INT V.43 union security

INT V.49 trade unionists (e.g. as victims)

INT V.50 right to property (land ownership, expropriation, property rights)

(for cultural property, see INT VI.11; for intellectual property, see INT VI.40)

INT V.55 peasants' rights to land - agrarian reform (for indigenous land claims, see INT VII.22)

INT V.60 right to health / health care / patients' rights

(for child health, see INT VII.37; for women's health issues, see INT VII.47;
on AIDS, see INT VII.60; on issues of disability see INT VII.50; for health insurance, see INT V.28)

INT V.60.00 Right to Health Reader and Materials

INT V.60.00.01 Right to Health & UDHR – R.P. Claude

INT V.60.00.02 Health Provision as a HR

– Economist;
– Tavistock Gp;
– Iowa City Appeal;
– S. Gruskin & D. Tarantola
– S. Marks

INT V.60.01 Right to Health Bibliography/Webography

INT V.60.02 Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health

INT V.60.02.01 Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health Conference

INT V.60.03 Impact Assessment & Indicators

INT V.60.04 HIV/AIDS

(for AIDS discrimination, see INT VII.60 for AIDS Cases see INT V.60.07.05.02)

INT V.60.04.00 Key Docs

INT V.60.04.01 AIDS Non-State Responses - NGOs

INT V.60.04.02 AIDS NGO Campaigns

INT V.60.04.03 UN AIDS

INT V.60.04.04 AIDS UN GA meeting & Guidelines

INT V.60.04.05 UN OHCHR HIV/AIDS

INT V.60.04.06 AIDS Funding

INT V.60.04.07

INT V.60.04.08 State Responses
INT V.60.04.08.01 UK AIDS
INT V.60.04.08.02 US AIDS
INT V.60.04.08.03
INT V.60.05 Rt to Essential Medicines
INT V.60.05.01 Rt to Essential Medicines and IFIs
INT V.60.07 Cases Introduction
INT V.60.07.01 ECHR Cases
INT V.60.07.02 I-ACHR Cases
INT V.60.07.03 AfCHR Cases
INT V.60.07.04 Domestic Cases - various
INT V.60.07.04.01 UK Cases
INT V.60.07.04.02 UK HR Act
INT V.60.07.05 Cases on Specific Issues
INT V.60.07.05.01 Euthanasia Cases
INT V.60.07.05.02 AIDS Cases
INT V.60.08 Millennium Development Goals - MDGs
INT V.60.09 World Health Organization
INT V.60.09.01 WHO HR Focal Point
INT V.60.09.02 WHO Report and HR Deficit
INT V.61 medical ethics / bioethics
INT V.61.01 WMA
INT V.62 consent to treatment / patients' rights
INT V.62.5 right to die (See INT V.67 for euthanasia)
INT V.63 preventive medicine, immunization
   INT V.63.05 ban on smoking

INT V.64 primary health care

INT V.65 medical treatment
   INT V.65.01 Discrimination in medical treatment

INT V.66 medical screening, tests

INT V.67 euthanasia

INT V.68 organ transplants

INT V.69 health care personnel
   INT V.69.1 health care personnel - as duty holders
   INT V.69.2 health care personnel - as victims

INT V.70 family (on domestic violence see INT VII.49.01)

INT V.71 marriage / right to marry / forced marriage (for same-sex couples, see INT VII.72)

INT V.72 family planning / birth control
   (on abortion issues, see INT VII.47.06; for population growth issues, see INT V.200)

INT V.73 spousal equality

INT V.74 parents and children / parental rights / child custody

INT V.75 divorce / separation / matrimonial property

INT V.76 single-parent family

INT V.79 family members (e.g. as victims)

INT V.80 social problems

INT V.81 alcoholism
drug abuse
urban violence
healthy environment / environmental security
(for occupational health and safety, see INT V.35; for indigenous peoples & environment see INT VII.26;
for environmental education issues, see GEN VI.30)
Agenda 21
UNEP
biodiversity / control of natural resources
climate / climate change
desertification / drought / water supplies
rainforests / deforestation
pollution / acid rain
toxic chemicals / hazardous waste / waste dumping
nuclear energy / nuclear waste
environmental disasters
environmental organizations / environmental movement
environmentalists (e.g. as victims)
sustainable development
Bruntland Report
UN Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD)
agriculture
forestry
fishery
energy
water supplies
INT V.200  population issues  
(on family planning, see INT V.73; on ethnic cleansing / population transfers, see INT VII.19)

INT V.201  Cairo Plan of Action on Population

INT V.209  UN Population Fund (UNFPA)

INT V.300  development aid and human rights (on development education, see GEN VI.40)

INT V.300.09  UNDP

INT V.310  conditionality rule

INT V.320  North-South relations

INT V.330  ODA (official development assistance) / foreign aid policy

INT V.340  NGO international assistance

INT V.350  development projects

INT V.355  dams

INT V.400  foreign debt  (for World Bank's and IMF's other activities, see INT III.30)

INT V.500  structural adjustment programs and human rights  
(for World Bank's and IMF's other activities, see INT III.30)

INT V.600  international trade and human rights

INT V.601  GATT

INT V.602  Uruguay Round Agreements

INT V.609  WTO

INT V.610  economic sanctions

INT V.620  bilateral agreements

INT V.650  arms trade (on military aid, see INT IX.30)
INT V.700  economic integration initiatives and human rights

  (general considerations, for regional initiatives, e.g. European Union, see under the region)

INT V.710  Lomé Conventions

INT V.750  NAFTA

INT V.800  transnational corporations and human rights

  INT V.810  corporate responsibility

  INT V.820  cases

  INT V.850  extra-territorial jurisdiction issues

INT V.900  effects of globalization on human rights

INT VI  Cultural rights

INT VI.09  UNESCO

INT VI.10  right to culture (for cultural rights of indigenous peoples, see INT VII.25)

INT VI.11  cultural property (artificats, monuments)

INT VI.12  customs and traditions  (on freedom of religion, see INT IV.10; on traditional practices affecting

  children and women, see INT VII.36 and INT VII.46, respectively)

INT VI.15  artistic expression / artistic freedom (literature, visual arts, music, theatre)

INT VI.19  intellectuals / artists (e.g. as victims)

INT VI.20  right to education / access to education / education for all

  (on women’s education, see INT VII.42; on education of children with disabilities, see INT VII.72)
INT VI.21 illiteracy / alphabetization
INT VI.22 basic education
INT VI.25 education policy
INT VI.26 formal education system
INT VI.27 adult education / popular education

(for human rights education, see GEN VI; for vocational training, see INT V.37)
INT VI.29 students (e.g. as victims)
INT VI.30 language policy / language planning (on linguistic minorities, see INT VII.14.03)
INT VI.35 official languages / national languages
INT VI.40 intellectual property rights / copyright / transfer of technologies
INT VI.50 scientific freedom / scientific advancement
INT VI.59 scientists (e.g. as victims)
INT VI.60 academic freedom
INT VI.60.1 Parental Choice
INT VI.60.2 Educator Control
INT VI.65 university community
INT VI.69 teachers (e.g. as victims)

INT VII Specific vulnerable groups / victims of human rights violations

For non-citizens / aliens, see INT IV.70; for the poor, see INT V.29; for civilians, see INT X.20; for refugees, see INT XIV.50;

for displaced persons, see INT XIV.60; for stateless persons, see INT XIV.70; for migrant workers, see INT XIV.80

See also: GEN VII.99 - human rights workers as victims; INT IV.15 - conscientious objectors; INT IV.59 - MPs, opposition leaders as victims; INT IV.96 - lawyers as victims; INT V.49 - trade unionists as victims; INT V.69 -
health care personnel as victims; INT V.79 - family members as victims; INT V.99.09 - environmentalists as victims; INT VI.19 - intellectuals & artists as victims; INT VI.29 - students as victims; INT VI.59 - scientists as victims; INT VI.69 - teachers as victims

**INT VII.10 collectivities / groups / minorities**

INT VII.10.00  Min Rts Key Docs

INT VII.10.01  Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to Ethnic, Religious or Linguistic Minorities

INT VII.10.02  Min Rts  HRC’s GC 23 on Art. 27 ICCPR 26 April 1994

INT VII.10.05  Min Rts Courses

INT VII.10.06  Min Rts Literature

INT VII.10.08  Min Rts Cases

INT VII.10.09  UN Working Group on Minorities

**INT VII.11 minority rights / group rights / community rights / community security**

*(on cultural rights, see also INT VI.10; on freedom of religion, see INT IV.10)*

INT VII.11.01  group identity / cultural identity / ethnicity

INT VII.11.02  territoriality vs. recent immigration as a condition for recognition

INT VII.11.09  racist incidents against minorities / group hate propaganda

*(on racism, intolerance and prejudice, see INT IV.145)*

INT VII.11.09.1 anti-Semitism
INT VII.12 cultural assimilation / cultural integration / melting pot / Nation-State

INT VII.13 cultural pluralism

INT VII.13.02 multiculturalism
INT VII.13.03 cross-cultural communications / race relations

(on racism, intolerance and prejudice, see INT IV.145)

INT VII.13.05 multicultural education

(on human rights education in general, see GEN VI)

INT VII.13.09 apartheid

INT VII.14 demographic studies

INT VII.14.01 ethnic groups
INT VII.14.02 religious groups (for freedom of religion, see INT IV.10)
INT VII.14.03 linguistic groups (on language policy, see INT VI.30)

INT VII.15 right to self-determination

INT VII.16 peoples' rights / national sovereignty (on indigenous peoples' rights, see INT VII.20)

INT VII.16.01 territorial / historical conditionality for recognition
INT VII.16.05 nationalism / national liberation movements
INT VII.16.06 separatism / Secession

INT VII.18 ethnic conflicts (on internal armed conflicts/civil wars, see INT X.80)

INT VII.19 ethnic cleansing, population transfers (on genocide, see INT XI)
INT VII.20  indigenous peoples and tribal peoples

(on indigenous children, see INT VII.34.02; on indigenous women, see INT VII.44.02)

INT VII.20.01  Draft Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
INT VII.20.02  ILO Conventions No. 107 & 169
INT VII.20.09  UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations

INT VII.21  constitutional rights, self-government

INT VII.22  land claims

INT VII.23  traditional authorities

INT VII.24  economic welfare / human security
INT VII.25  cultural rights / customs and traditions

INT VII.26  indigenous peoples and environment / traditional knowledge / control of natural resources

INT VII.27  traditional justice / customary law / tribal courts

INT VII.30  children / youth

INT VII.30.01  Convention on the Rights of the Child
INT VII.30.02  Declaration on the Rights of the Child
INT VII.30.08  Committee on the Rights of the Child

INT VII.30.08.01  GC
INT VII.30.08.02  List of Issues
INT VII.30.08.03  Reporting Mechanisms
INT VII.30.09 UNICEF

INT VII.31 child care / child development

(for parental rights and child custody, see INT V.74; on child's formal education, see INT VI.20)

INT VII.33 child labour

INT VII.34 target groups of children (on girl child, see INT VII.44.10)

INT VII.34.02 indigenous children (see also, INT VII.20 - indigenous peoples)
INT VII.34.04 children of migrant workers (see also INT XIV.80 - migrant workers)
INT VII.34.05 refugee children (see also INT XIV.50 - refugees)
INT VII.34.06 children prisoners (see also INT IV.92 - prisoners' rights)
INT VII.34.07 child prostitution (see also INT VII.44.07 - sexually exploited women)
INT VII.34.08 street children (see also INT V.29.05 - urban poverty)
INT VII.34.09 child soldiers (see also INT X.50 - military personnel / combatants)

INT VII.35 youth participation / child's freedom of expression

INT VII.36 traditional practices affecting children

(for female circumcision, see INT VII.46.01; on customs and traditions in general, see INT VI.12)

INT VII.37 child health (see also INT V.60 - health issues)

INT VII.37.01 low birth-weight
INT VII.37.02 infant mortality
INT VII.37.05 child nutrition / malnutrition (see also INT V.10 - food security)
INT VII.37.09  paediatric AIDS / children with AIDS
(see also INT VII.60 - AIDS)

INT VII.38  juvenile offenders / juvenile justice (for legal rights in general, see INT IV.90)

INT VII.39  child abuse / violence against children / children as victims
(for female infanticide, see INT VII.49.08)

INT VII.40  women / women's rights
(for theoretical issues of sexism and gender stereotyping, see also INT IV.147)

INT VII.40.01  Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women

INT VII.40.02  CEDAW OP  Hungary 2004

INT VII.40.08  Commission on the Status of Women

INT VII.40.09  Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women

INT VII.40.09.01  GC

INT VII.40.09.02  List of Issues

INT VII.40.09.03  Reporting Mechanisms  UK 2003

INT VII.40.09.04  CO

INT VII.40.09.05  Day of Discussion

INT VII.41  women in development (WID) / gender and development (GAD)

INT VII.42  women's education (on education in general, see INT VI.20)

INT VII.43  women's employment
(on employment issues in general, see INT V.30; on systemic discrimination, see INT IV.143)

INT VII.43.09 sexual harassment

INT VII.44 target groups of women

INT VII.44.01 rural women (see also INT V.29.01 - rural poverty)
INT VII.44.02 indigenous women (see also INT VII.20 - indigenous peoples)
INT VII.44.03 Muslim women (see also GEN II.55 - Islam; INT VII.14.02 - religious groups)
INT VII.44.04 immigrant women, female migrant workers (see also INT XIV.80 - migrant workers)
INT VII.44.05 refugee women (see also INT XIV.50 - refugees)
INT VII.44.06 women prisoners (see also INT IV.92 - prisoners’ rights)
INT VII.44.07 sexually exploited women / prostitutes (see also INT VII.34.07 - child prostitution)
INT VII.44.08 domestic workers
INT VII.44.09 homemaker (for spousal equality, see INT V.73)
INT VII.44.10 girl child / female adolescents (on children in general, see INT VII.30)
INT VII.44.11 older women (see also INT VII.80 - aging persons)

INT VII.45 empowerment / feminism / political participation of women / women in politics

INT VII.45.01 feminist movement / feminism
INT VII.45.05 women in politics, eligibility
INT VII.45.09 women’s organizations

INT VII.46 traditional practices affecting women

(on customs and traditions in general, see INT VI.12; see also INT VII.36 - traditional practices affecting children)
INT VII.46.01 female circumcision

INT VII.47 women’s health

(for health issues in general, see INT V.60)

INT VII.47.00 Right to Health and Gender
INT VII.47.01 protection of motherhood / prenatal & perinatal care
INT VII.47.02 maternal mortality
INT VII.47.05 reproductive rights & technologies
INT VII.47.05.01 reproductive rights & technologies – Global

Gag Rule

INT VII.47.06 abortion
INT VII.47.09 women and AIDS

(on AIDS in general, see INT VII.60)

INT VII.48 women and law (for family law issues, see INT V.70)

INT VII.48.05 women offenders (for legal rights issues in general, see INT IV.90)
INT VII.48.09 women lawyers

INT VII.49 violence against women (See INT XX Int Law)

INT VII.49.01 domestic violence
INT VII.49.02 bride burning
INT VII.49.05 sexual assault, rape
INT VII.49.08 female infanticide (on child abuse, see INT VII.39)
INT VII.49.09 women (as victims)

INT VII.50 people with disabilities

INT VII.51 barrier-free access / right to social integration
INT VII.51.01 accessibility issues and regulations regarding buildings, transportation and public services
INT VII.51.05 independent living
INT VII.52 education *(for access to education in general, see INT VI.20)*

INT VII.53 employment opportunities *(on employment issues in general, see INT V.30)*

INT VII.54 physical disabilities

INT VII.54.01 motor impairment
INT VII.54.02 visual impairment
INT VII.54.03 hearing impairment

INT VII.55 mental disabilities

INT VII.55.1 mental disabilities cases

INT VII.60 people with AIDS / HIV-positive persons

*(on children with AIDS, see INT VII.37.09; on women and AIDS, see INT VII.47.09)*

INT VII.70 people discriminated because of their sexual orientation

INT VII.71 gay rights

INT VII.72 same-sex couples and the law *(e.g. spousal benefits, child custody)*

INT VII.74 lesbians
INT VII.76 bisexuals
INT VII.77 transsexuals
INT VII.78 heterosexuality
INT VII.79 homophobia

INT VII.80 aging persons / elderly / age discrimination *(on older women, see INT VII.44.11)*

INT VII.81 welfare / care
INT VII.83 employment security / older workers (on employment issues in general, see INT V.30)

INT VII.84 retirement / pension benefits

INT VII.85 independent living

INT VII.89 abuse / elderly as victims

INT IX right to peace / international security / militarization (for education for peace, see GEN VI.50)

INT IX.00 ICL

INT IX.00.01 ICL Exams & Syllabuses

INT IX.10 right to peace

INT IX.15 Conflict Resolution

INT IX.20 militarization / military rule

INT IX.30 military aid (on arms trade, see INT V.650)

INT IX.40 weaponry / arms race

INT IX.41 conventional weapons

INT IX.44 chemical & biological weapons

INT IX.45 nuclear weapons / nuclear testing

INT IX.50 general disarmament issues

INT IX.60 use of force

INT IX.70 jus ad bellum

INT IX.75 jus ad bellum Iraq - 2003 UK AG’s Advice etc.

INT IX.76 jus ad bellum - Unlawful war refusal to serve

INT IX.77 jus ad bellum - Unlawful war duty to oppose

INT IX.80 foreign intervention
INT IX.81 State sovereignty
INT IX.82 territorial integrity
INT IX.83 military occupation / martial law
INT IX.85 humanitarian intervention vs. aggression
  INT IX.85.01 humanitarian intervention Grenada 1983
  INT IX.85.02 humanitarian intervention Panama 1989
  INT IX.85.03 humanitarian intervention Iraq 1991
  INT IX.85.04 humanitarian intervention Kosovo 1999
  INT IX.85.05 humanitarian intervention
  INT IX.85.06 humanitarian intervention

INT IX.89 peacekeeping missions
INT IX.90 international peace negotiations / peace agreements

INT X Armed conflicts / Humanitarian law
  INT X.00.01 Exams and Syllabuses
  INT X.00.02 Outline / Introduction
  INT X.01 Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols & Hague Conventions
    INT X.01.01 Geneva Conventions Act UK
  INT X.02 Customary IHL
  INT X.03 IHL ICC Statute Article 8
  INT X.05 HRL applicability in armed conflict
    INT X.05.01 HRL applicability in armed conflict medical experimentation
INT X.05.02 HRL applicability in armed conflict Issa v
Tky ECHR

INT X.05.02 HRL applicability in armed conflict
Occupying Powers Responsibilities

INT X.05.04 HRL applicability in armed conflict

INT X.05.05 HRL applicability in armed conflict Bankovic

INT X.09 International Committee of the Red Cross – videos,
training material

INT X.09.01 International Committee of the Red Cross –
Conferences

- 1996 BIICL

- 1999 GC 1949

- 2000 Corporate Responsibility

- 2001 Women and War

- 2004 Cambridge Summer School

- 2005 Chatham House

INT X.09.02 National Red Cross Societies

INT X.10 Humanitarian Law

INT X.10.01 humanitarian law - Excessive Force

INT X.10.02 humanitarian law - Terrorism

INT X.10.03 humanitarian law - UK Gnv Conventions and
Nucl Wpns

INT X.10.04 humanitarian law - Assassinations

INT X.10.05 humanitarian law - Corporate Responsibility

INT X.20 civilian population (as victims)
INT X.25 civilian population (as victims) against Women
INT X.26 civilian population (as victims) against Women - Courses
INT X.30 wounded persons / war casualties
INT X.40 prisoners of war
INT X.50 military personnel, combatants, soldiers
(For conscientious objectors, see INT IV.15; for child soldiers, see INT VII.34.08)
INT X.55 demobilization
INT X.60 war veterans
INT X.80 non-international armed conflicts / civil wars / internal armed conflicts / guerrilla wars
(For ethnic conflicts, see INT VII.18)
INT X.90 international armed conflicts (history)
  INT X.90.01 World War I
  INT X.90.02 World War II
  INT X.90.03 Korean War
  INT X.90.05 Vietnam War
  INT X.90.06 Persian Gulf War
INT XI Genocide (For ethnic cleansing / population transfers, see INT VII.19)
  INT XI.00 General
  INT XI.01 Key Docs
  INT XI.02 Bibliography
  INT XI.03 Webography
INT XI.10 Convention & ratifications (See GEN X AME
/USA/I.16.01 for US ratification;
GEN X EUR/UK.I.16.01 UK ratification)

INT XI.11 GC Impact – literature
INT XI.12 Genocide literature
INT XI.15 Lemkin
INT XI.19 Conferences
INT XI.20 ICJ and GC
INT XI.25 Intent and GC
INT XI.26 Ethnic Cleansing and GC
INT XI.27 Protected Group ‘as such’ and GC
INT XI.30 UN SRs on Genocide

(For Humanitarian Intervention see INT II.71 UN SC and INT IX.85 for non-UN Intervention)

INT XI.31 UN CHR & Genocide
INT XI.50 Professional Involvement in
INT XI.60
INT XI.70 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – 2004 Campaign &
INT XI.71 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – WCAR 2001
INT XI.80 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention - 2004
INT XI.81 UN CERD Declaration on Genocide Prevention - 2005
INT XI.82 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – Stockholm Conf. 2002
INT XI.83 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – Remembering Rwanda
INT XI.84 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – OAU Eminent Personalities Rept. 2001

INT XI.85 UN SG SR Genocide Prevention – US Policy & Election Campaign 2000

INT XI.90 Conferences Wiener Library 2002
INT XI.91 Researchers

INT XI.93 Exhibitions IWM 2000

INT XI.100 Pre-20c.

INT XI.200 Armenian genocide

INT XI.300 Holocaust

INT XI.400 Cambodia

INT XI.500 Burundi

INT XI.600 Brazil

INT XI.700 Guatemala

INT XI.800 Iraq

INT XI.900 Argentine

INT XI.1000 Yugo

INT XI.1100 Rwanda Dallaire Fax

INT XI.1200 E.Timor

INT XI.1300 Sudan

INT XII War crimes and crimes against humanity

INT XII.00 Key Docs

INT XII.01 Charter of the Nurnberg Tribunal
INT XII.02  Nurnberg Tribunal - rape
INT XII.11  Charter of the Tokyo Tribunal
INT XII.12  Tokyo Tribunal Statute
    INT XII.12.01  Tokyo Cases
    INT XII.12.02  Japan Other Cases
INT XII.13  Women’s International Tribunal on Japan’s wartime sexual slavery
INT XII.20  Military Tribunals – Courts martial
    INT XII.30  Domestic Courts
        INT XII.30.01  Domestic Courts  Lithuania  Holocaust
        INT XII.30.02  Domestic Courts  Spain Guatemala
        INT XII.30.03  Domestic Courts  Latvia  USSR
        INT XII.30.04  Domestic Courts  USA  Bosnian Serb x2
        INT XII.30.05  Domestic Courts  German  Bosnian Serb
        INT XII.30.06  Domestic Courts  Australian  Australian

INT XII.50  international war crimes tribunals
INT XII.60  ICTY
INT XII.60  ICTY Charter
INT XII.61  ICTY Key Docs
INT XII.62  ICTY Disputes
INT XII.63  ICTY Background
INT XII.64  ICTY
INT XII.65  ICTY
INT XII.66  ICTY
INT XII.67  ICTY Cases
INT XII.69  ICTY
INT XII.70  ICTR Charter
INT XII.71  ICTR Key Docs
INT XII.72  ICTR Crits
INT XII.73  ICTR Cooperation including extradition
INT XII.74  ICTR Elizaphan Extradition
INT XII.75  ICTR Kambada Case
INT XII.76  ICTR Akayesu
INT XII.77  ICTR Cases
INT XII.79  ICTR Rwanda Judicial System
INT XII.80  Hybrids
INT XII.81  Sierra Leone
INT XII.82  Iraq Statute
  INT XII.82.01  Iraq Cases
INT XII.83  East Timor
INT XII.84  Cambodia
INT XII.90  war criminals (profiles)
INT XII.100  ICC
INT XII.100.00  CICC Newsletters
INT XII.100.01  ICC 1995 – 1997 (1)
INT XII.100.02  ICC 1995 – 1997 (2)
INT XII.100.03 ICC Jan. – Jun. 1998
INT XII.100.04 ICC 1998 Rome Conference
INT XII.100.05 Jul. – Dec. 1998 & ICC (60 ratifications)
INT XII.100.06 ICC 1999
INT XII.100.07 ICC 2000
INT XII.100.08 UK ratification
INT XII.100.09 2000 – , Key Docs & Art. 98 Agreement

INT XIII Crimes against Humanity

INT XIII.01 Crimes against Humanity Definitions

INT XIV International migration (on freedom of movement, see INT IV.70)

INT XIV.50 refugees - international protection

(on refugee children, see INT VII.34.05; on refugee women, see INT VII.44.05)

INT XIV.50.01 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
INT XIV.50.03 Refugee Law Courses
INT XIV.50.05 Domestic Implementation - Case law
INT XIV.50.09 UNHCR

INT XIV.51 humanitarian intervention / assistance

INT XIV.53 refugees - international protection – Haiti Campaign
INT XIV.55 refugee camps
INT XIV.56 resettlement

INT XIV.57 voluntary repatriation

INT XIV.58 refoulement / interception at sea

INT XIV.59 refugees (e.g. as victims)

INT XIV.60 displaced persons / internal refugees (on ethnic cleansing, see INT VII.19)

INT XIV.70 stateless persons

INT XIV.80 migrant workers

(on children of migrant workers, see INT VII.34.04; on immigrant women, see INT VII.44.04)

INT XIV.80.01 Convention on the Rights of Migrant Workers

INT XIV.85 illegal immigration (for clandestine workplace, see INT V.38.06)

INT XV Bernie's Courses

INT XV.00 HRL & ICL Handouts; Clippings & OHPs

INT XV.01 HRL & ICL Intro Material Teaching File

INT XV.02 Legal Educ.

INT XV.03 Study Skills

INT XV.04 Exams

INT XV.05 BBK Admin
INT XV.06 BBK Courses

INT XV.06.01 International Penal Tribunals

0. Key Docs. (Bernie’s syllabus & LSE syllabus)

1. Origins

2. Adjudication of international disputes (ICJ)

3. ICL pre WWII

4. ICL immediately post WWII

5. ICTY

6. ICTR

7. ICC 1 (Developments, Rome Statute & Crimes and Punishments)

8. ICC 2 (Jurisdiction, Prosecutor, Relationship with the UN & Prospects)

9. ICC 3 (Current considerations)

10. Other approaches to ICL: (Hybrid Courts, Military Tribunals & Truth Commissions)

11. Significance of Nuremberg

12. Handouts (ICTY)

13. Catch-all notes (Timeline on Genocide, Timeline of Torture, Developments in WC, CAH & GNC, 1998 DC Conference, Genocide reader, selected instruments)
International Response to Genocide

0. Key Docs. (Bernie’s syllabus, Content’s page of genocide reader, Genocide timeline & Genocide websites)
1. Introduction and overview
2. Origins
3. UN responses to WWII
4. Criminal prosecutions (IMTs at Nuremberg and beyond)
5. Human Rights mechanisms
6. Genocide Convention
7. UN Security Council resolutions
8. International Penal Tribunals (ICTY, ICTR, ICC & Rape as an international crime)
9. Genocide cases (international & domestic)
10. Genocide prevention

AU Courses

Oxford, Donetsk, ULIE Courses

General HR

litigating and lobbying RtH
HR & Hlth in an Int Context
ESCRights
INT XV.15   HR Advocacy
INT XV.16   HR NGOs
INT XV.20   General HR UN
INT XV.30   General HR Regional
INT XV.40   General HR Domestic
INT XV.50   General Int Law
INT XV.60   General Genocide
INT XV.70   General CAH
INT XV.80   General WC
INT XV.90   Politics
INT XV.90.01   UK Politics

INT XVI   Bernie's Conferences, Study Days

INT XVI.10   BBK Study Days

INT XVI.10.01   BBK Study Days 1996
INT XVI.10.02   BBK Study Days 02/1997
INT XVI.10.03   BBK Study Days 11/1997
INT XVI.10.04   BBK Study Days 02/1998
INT XVI.10.05   BBK Study Days 11/1998
INT XVI.10.06   BBK Study Days 02/1999
INT XVI.10.07   BBK Study Days 03/2000
INT XVI.10.08   BBK Study Days 03/2001
INT XVI.10.09   BBK Study Days 03/2002
INT XVI.10.10   BBK Study Days 03/2003   Minority Rights
INT XVI.10.11 BBK Study Days 03/2004 HR at a Time of
Conflict
INT XVI.11 Study Trips
INT XVI.11.01 Study Trips – Geneva Trip
INT XVI.11.02 Study Trips – Hague Trip

INT XVII Bernie’s Publications
INT XVII.01 Bernie’s Reviews for Publishers
INT XVII.02 Bernie’s Potential Publishers

INT XVIII Universal Jurisdiction
INT XVIII UJ Key Docs
INT XVIII.01 Bibliography
INT XVIII.02 Literature
INT XVIII.03 Courses
INT XVIII.04 Cases
INT XVIII.05 Pinochet
INT XVIII.06 USA: ATCA, TVPA
INT XVIII.07 Belgium
INT XVIII.08 UK
INT XVIII.09 Various States by Jurisdiction
INT XVIII.10 Kissinger
INT XVIII.15 Redress
INT XVIII.20 Truth and Reconciliation Commissions
INT XVIII.25  Impunity and Amnesty

INT XIX  International terrorism
[see also UN SC INT.II.72  UN Sub Comm INT.II.25.03  IHL
INT.X]

INT XIX.50  International terrorism US  A-I Report

INT XX  Public International Law  -  General
INT XX.00  -  Methods & Sources
INT XX.01  -  Glossary
INT XX.05  -  Courses
INT XX.10  -  UN Law
INT XX.10.01  -  UN Structure
INT XX.10.02  -  UN Charter
INT XX.10.03  -  UN Legal Personality
INT XX.10.04  -  UN Privileges & Immunities
INT XX.10.05  -  UN Financing
INT XX.10.06  -  GA Legislative Powers
INT XX.10.07  -  SG
INT XX.10.08  -  UN SC
INT XX.10.09  -  UN Peace Keeping
INT XX.10.09.01  -  UN Peace Keeping - Course
| INT XX.10.10 | UN Policing |
| INT XX.20 | Law of Treaties |
| INT XX.20.01 | Law of Treaties | Landmines Treaty |
| INT XX.30 | IL Issues |
| INT XX.31 | State Recognition |
| INT XX.32 | State Responsibility |
| INT XX.33 | Extradition |
| INT XX.34 | |
| INT XX.40 | Self Defence |
| INT XX.50 | Law of the Sea |
| INT XX.60 | |
| INT XX.70 | |
| INT XX.80 | |
| INT XX.90 | |